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a news

looker
ine for North

State Rep. Earl Rundle of New England
in a demonstration at the Republican
convention.

Politics:
A process

of winnowing
by Mike and Suezette Bieri Jacobs
Politics is a process of winnowing in
which office holders are separated from
candidates who have emerged from the
gen'eral. populatwn.

ahead are the primary election, the filing
deadline for the general election, and the
election itself, which wiU be held Nov. 2
this year--under state and federal law
the earliest possible date.

In North Dakota, this process has half
a dozen formal elements [and many less
formal]. We have passed three of them.
the two party conventions and the
primary election filing deadline. Still

So far, the political season has been a
rather complex and interesting one.
From here on, things could get a little
dull, however.

The Democratic ticket
(Incumbents in high places)
Fargo Forum, Abraham Lincoln-like.
standing on a pile of logs. Teigen's
irregular publication is available only
from his hand and is much in demand
whenever it's published.
Herc, from his latest issue. dated July
17, is a sample of Teigen's journalism,
which appears beside a picture of Lillian
Carter (I have retained his spelling and
punctuation):
•· A Tribute to a great American Soul
out of the pages of the Minot Dally Newa,
one of the great Press of this State, a very
Democratic Press. I take this picture of
Mrs. Lillian Carter Mother of Jimmy
Carter. a strong lady that has seen much
privatation. They lived through the hard
times of the JOth's and in her stalward
person she reared a son that well can be
the Next President of this great Nation.
Those Southern People have seen much
poverty.
At times they have lifted
themselves by their own courage and
some say Boot Strapes. They have come
to know Virtue is the Credo of life, and
Justice born in reality, Fairness Born out
of God. We have millions like Her.
..Glory to those Great Mothers of
America:·
Teigen's paper, The Prairie Rose (it's
printed on pink paper), describes the
candidate as "aut hor, far mer and journalist" as well as "inventor and grim
philosopher." In an earlier edition,
distributed at the state Republican
convention, incumbent Congressman
Mark Andrews was described as "a
monster.''
In the way of a platform, Teigen's
publication offers "$5 for number one
hard northern or •durum wheat. A $2.50
loan value to farmers holding this grain.
A parity return for all grains. A national
insurance deduction of 1% on farm
national production to arise in fund to
pay full loose disaster from Flood,
drought or other acts of nature. Farm
operating interest at not more than 5%.
2% loan interest to farm boys to buy
land and operation. This nation cannot
live without farm life ... Old people pension $50.00 a month, social security
increase to all pensioners. Labor shall
Democuts have only one challenge to
have the right to organize and bargain
this ticket. Torfin Austin Teigen, a
farmer and journalist, has filed to oppose collectively. No open shop."
Teigen's endorsed opponent, Lloyd
Omdahl for the seat in Congress. Teigen
Omdahl, is known throughout the state
is one of t.he state's most mPmorable
political characters. In 1974, he sought a
for his creative wit. Even his bumper·
place on the ballot for the State Supreme
sticker reflects that. It boosts Demo·
Court.
The court judged him not
cratic Presidential Candidate Jimmy
'·learned in the law'' and directed the Carter as well as Omdahl and modestly
confesses, "We didn't ask Jimmy Carter
secretary of state to remove his name. In
if he wanted to be on our bumperstick·
1972. he ran. unsuccessfully, for the
Fargo city commission. He posed for the
ers. We wanted to surprise him."

First, let's see who survived the
gleaning at the party coventions.
Here is t he Democratic ticket as
endorsed by the state convention:
For U.S. Senator: Quentin Burdick of
Fargo, the incumbent, an attorney and
for 20 year s an elected official.
For U.S. Representative in Congress:
Lloyd B. Omdahl, of Bismarck, a state
official--he heads the accounts and
purchases department--and former college professor.
For governor: Arthur A. Link of
Alexander and Bismarck. the incumbent, a rancher before he became a full
time politician six years ago.
For lieutenant governor:
Wayne
Sanstead of Minot, the incumbent, a
teacher.
For secretary of state: Darrell Sorenson of Page. a school teacher.
For auditor: Kent Conrad of Bismarck, one of Byron Dorgan's political
advisers. His title is "special assistant to
the tax commissioner."
For treasurer: Walter Christensen of
Mandan, once a farmer, now a political
professional.
For attorney general: Kent Johanneson of Bismarck, a lawyer with a good
ballot name. He is the son of Helgi
Johanneson, a former attorney general.
The family is Pembina County's lcelanic
community.
For insurance commissioner: Byron
Knutson of Grand Forks, until this
spring. a graduate student in history at
the University of North Dakota. His
long career includes experience farming,
as a railroad laborer and union official
and a state legislator.
For commissioner of
agriculture:
Myron Just of Berlin, the incumbent,
who came to office by appointment of the
governor. This is his first state wide
election bid.
For public service commissioner:
Bruce Hagen of Devils Lake, where he
owns a farm, and Mandan. Hagen was
appointed to the commission in 1961 and
has served longer in the position than
any other pe!son in the state's history.
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Omdahl's bumper sticker, the disclaimer asserts, is political advertising
sponsored and paid for by Let's Draft
Omdahl for Congress, Ron Pynn. Grand
Forks, Treasur er.
The committee's
name is a reference to the happenstance
which brought Omdahl t he Democratic
Party's endorsement. That occurred,
party leaders say, "in a genuine draft."
Omdahl had earlier maintained that he
wouldn't be the candidate, indeed, that
his candidacy would damage the Demo·
cratic ticket. Omdahl showed up at the
convention, apparently oblivious to t he
draft Omdahl campaign, spearheaded by
Fargo State Sen. Donald
Homuth.
Homuth not only induced the convention
to endorse Omdahl; he also collected

several thousand dollars in pledges
oefore the roll was called.
·
Whether t he Omdahl draft was genuine is t he subject of some debate among
t he state's political pundits.
Some
maintain t hat Omdahl , who for years has
managed Democratic Par ty campaigns,
masterminded the movement and, in
effect, captured the endorsement for
himself. His only previous appearance
on the ballot was in 1966, when he ran
for tax commissioner , and won.
Omdahl's wit and Teigen's eccentricity
should enliven the primary campaign-·
provided, of course, that the media take
Teigen seriously enough to allow him air
time and newspaper space.
Thus ends the Democratic ticket.
Now for the endorsed Republican ticket:

The Republican ticket
(This year, the challengers)
For U.S. Senator: Robert Stroup
(Strowp, not Stroop, his campaign
literature advises) of Hazen, a retired
lumberman and banker. He entered
politics relatively late in life and until
large scale coal development came along,
he was an obscure state senator. His
work on reclamation and energy tax.a·
tion bills, which he did in cooperation
with coal developers. brought him
prominence.
For Represenative in Congress: Mark
Andrews of Mapleton, the incumbent, a
farmer. He first went to Washington in
a special election in 1963.
For governor:
Richard Elkin of
Bismarck, the president of the Public
Service Commissioner. He operates a
farm near Taylor.
For lieutenant governor: Ernest Pyle
of Casselton, a sugar beet grower and
state senator. His endorsement stunned
Elkin who had asked the convention to
endorse another man as his running
mate.
For secretary of state: Ben Meier of
Bismarck, the mcumbent who is dean of
North Dakota officeholders. He was
first elected in 1954. Superintendent of
Public Instruction M.F. Peterson has
served longer, but he is retiring.
For auditor:
Robert Peterson of
Williston, a former high school basketball coach and farmer. He tried for t he

gubernatorial endorsement, but ran
third of four candidates.
For treasurer: Bernice Muriel As·
bridge of Bismarck, cashier, accountant
and investment adviser to the North
Dakota Land Department. and public
relations coordinater for the Bank of
North Dakota.
A former Burleigh
Count) auditor, Asbridge was elect·
ed.treasurcr in 1968 but lost the job to
incumbent Christensen in 1972.
For attorney general: Allen I. Ol~on
of Bismarck, the incumbent, an at·
lorney. He owns farm land in Cavalier
County.
For commissioner of insurance: J .0.
\Vigen of Bismarck, the incumbent.
For commissioner of
agriculture:
Robert Nasset of Regent, a farmer and
rancher, the chairman of the State
Senate Education Committee.
His
candidacy emerged the night before the
endorsement, but he handily defeated
William Thoreson, a retired elevator
operater from York, who announced
three months before the convention.
For public service commissioner:
Edith Kjos. of Bismarck, the secretary
treasurer of Gerlach Sheet Metal Works,
her family's business. She's been active
in a number of civic projects, among
them, Friends of Public Television, of
which she is chairman.
Kjos won the party's endor-.ement

July 12 through July 26
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over State Rep. Eugene Laske, an Oakes
grocer. He sold his business to make
politics a full time job, but underestim·
ated Kjos's strength in the ! convention.

To regain his legislative seat. Laske has
entered the District 26 primary.

.Few contests for 'non politic~I' court

The

It is arguable, at least, that the

party had endorsed candidates expecting that he'd be on the statewide
ballot ... a case of counting the ballots
before they are rast.
The only contest on the Republican
ballot is for governor. Herb Geving, a

judiciary should be politicized--else why
elect judges. For the 87 years of North
Dakotas statehood. judges of the su·
preme and district courts have been
elected. They serve terms of 10 and six
years, repsectively, but probably only a
lawyer who's been over ruled by him
could recite a judge's record. These men
are the arbiters of the law, but they
aren't responsive to the people.
Proof of this assertion is the general
lack 1of contests among the candidates
for judgeships. Supreme Court Justice
William Paulson, one of three judges
who ruled that utilities have the right to
take private property through eminent
domain proceedings and that the proper·

Mountrail County farmer and raneher--

his SRread is near Parshall--!iled petitions to challenge Elkin. Geving·s cam·
paign hasn't enfiamed the state yet, b11t

he assured newsmen early in the year
that his name will be a household word
by Sept. 7. Until this spring, Geving
was a bachelor, but he built himseU a
palace--which helped bring him bankruptcy--and served a single term in the

North Dakota Senate.

Americans and Independents
More candidates for govemor
The American Party, the latest of a
succession of right of center political
organizations in the state, has filed three
candidates in time to get their names on
the primary ballot. They are:
For U.S. Senate: Clarence Haggard, a
Bismarck realtor. He was a lieutenant in
William Langer's political militia and
chaired the 1956 Non·Partisan League
Convention. That meeting voted to
move the League from the Republican
into the Democratic Party. Haggard has
been sputtering about that ever I since.
Early this year, he told me he could
organize a political movement around
any issue. The American Party is
apparently his choice.
For Representative in
Congress:
Russel Kleppe of Dawson, cousin of
Secretary of Interior Thomas Kleppe,
but no respector of the family ties. In
1970, he ran against the secretary for
the U.S. Senate. Both Jost to Burdick.
For governor: Martin Vaaler of Elgin,
a farmer, and former school I teacher.
Vaaler served on the Public Service
Commission in the Fifties. At that time,
he looked like a Republican Party comer,
but his conservative views alienated the
party bosses.
Vaaler, like many right wingers,
applies his political philosophy consistently.
"I've never been for big
government projects," he told the press.
He indicated that includes the Garrison
Diversion Project, which for seven
decades has been the darling of the
state's politicians In £act, Vaaler thinks
the Garrison Dam was a mistake. "We
should never have built it," he said. "So
far it hasn't proven itself out. If there
would have been a need, private
enterprise would have done it."
The Americans did not file a candidate
for lieutenant governor. They have until
Aug. 2 to present an endorsement
certificate with the Secretary of State.
No one has challenged the American
Party's candidates in the primary, so
they'll advance to the general election.
In that affair, they'll face Gov. Link,
the surviver of the Elkin/Geving battle
(which will almost certainly be Elkin)
and at least one independent, Sylvan.

Hubrig of Minot, a Teamster's Union
official.
His running mate is Jan
Gerhardt of Jamestown who works for
North Dakota State University's Division of Continuing Education.
But the general election ballot may be
more crowded. The filing deadline for
that affair doesn't pass until 4 p.m.
Sept. 23, 40 days before the general
election. Until that time, anyone who
can gather the signatures of 300 eligible
North Dakota voters can get his name on
the ballot as an independent. The law
allows the use of five words to describe
the candidate's political persuasion. As
an example, James Jungroth's indepen·
dent Senate campaign in 1974 was
identified on the ballot by the slogan
"North Dakota's Not for Sale."
That's the line up on the partisan
ballot.

No Party Ballot
North Dakotans entering the polls
Sept. 7 will also be confronted with a no
party ballot listing those positions which
are presumed to be beyond the interest
of organized politicians. The state's
political tradition gives the lie to half this
thinking, since candidates for tax com·
missioner and superintendent of public
instruction are in fact endorsed by
political parties, though their preferences don't show up on the ballot.

Tax commissioner
The candidates for tax commissioner
this time around are Byron Dorgan, the
incumbent, who has the endorsement of
the Democratic Party, and Kermit
Schauer, a Jamestown accountant, whom
the Republicans selected.
He had
convention opposition form Deputy State
Auditor Gayle Syverson of Bismarck.
Dorgan, perhaps the most ambitious of
the Democratic Party's young lights-·he
ran against Mark Andrews in 1974·-was
appointed to the tax commissionership in
1969.

ty owner challenging conJemnation is
burdened to prove that the utility's is
not a public use, is unopposed.
ln three of the state's six judicial
districts, there is no contest for the
judgeships.
James H. O'Keefe of
Grafton is unopposed in the second
district; Robert L. Eckert of Wahpeton
is unopposed in the third and Norbert J.
Muggli of Dickinson unopposed in the
sixth. All are incumbents.
In the first district, incumbent Harold
Hager of Grand Forks is challenged by
Harold W. E. Anderson and Kirk Smith
In the fourth district. Allred Thomspon
of Bismarck is opposed by Gerald G.
Glaser. But the only really crowded field
is in District 6 west of the Missouri
River.
There, five men are hying for the two
years remaining of the term of retiring
Justice Emil Giese of Hettinger. The
candidates are Thomas Ewing, of Dick·
inson, judge of the Stark County court of
increased jurisdiction who has been
fueding with his ~ommissioners for over
a year (they've reduced his office space,
his staff and his budget, so he's seeking a
new job): Orrin Lovell of Beach, the
Golden Valley County states attorney;
T.L. Secrest of Hettinger. once the
RepublicanjParty's state chairman; Lyle
Stuart, also of Hettinger and Larry Guast
of Zap. This judge's chambers will be in
Hettinger unless the State Supreme
Court decides to move them to Dickinson,
an alternative it is considering.
The surfeit of candidates in District 6
is not unusual. "They all run out there
when they get the chance," a clerk in the
secretary of state's office said on filing
deadline day. "When they get the
chance" means whenever there is a seat
not safely held by an
incumbent.
Incumbent Muggli is running unopposed
in the same district.
There is a good reason not to challenge
an incumbent, of course. The loser-·who
by law must be an attorney (the statute
says 'learned in the law' and the courts
have interpreted that to mean 'admitted
to the bar')--will likely have to face the
winner in a court. Few lawyers want to
jeopardize their chances before a judge
by challenging him in an election.
That is not to say that the state's
judges are not conscientious men. Many
undoubtedly discharge their duties very
ably. But they do so without responsi•
bility to those who provided their
sinecures.
For the candidates for judgeships, the
primary election truly is a winnowing
process. The two highest vote getters in
each district will advance to the general
election. The losers will return to their
Jaw practices.

The candidates for superintendent of
public instruction will be reduced in the
primary, too.
Unlike the judicia1
contests, though, the superintendent's
job often attracts several candidates. In
1972, three men sought the job. Four
men have entered the contest this year.
Two will advance to the general election.
The four candidates are Gerald Halmrast, a wrestling coach and assistant
principal at Bismarck's Century High
School, who has the blessing of the
Democratic Party; Robert Muhs (pronounced, near as I can determine,
'mewsss'), superintendent of schools at
Towner and the Republican endorsee;
Howard Snortland, the financial officer
in the department of Public Instruction

whom the Democrats rejected by just
two votes; and Joseph Crawford, superintendent of schools at Hazen, who didn't
bother to go to either party convention.
Snortland, though his name raises the
ire of Republican legislative members of
the education committee, is well known
around the state, especially among
school board members and administraters. Halmrast, despite his service in
the legislature--as the only Democrat
elected from Bismarck··is less widely
known. His race for the superintendency involves certain risks for him.
Democrats in his district in northwest
Bismarck didn't hold his seat open in the
event of his loss in the primary. If he's
not successful there, his name won't be
on the November ballot.
Snortland's candidacy has the blessing
of the North Dakota Education Associa.
tion. which includes most of the state's
teachers. The news release announcing
formation of a "Committee to Elect
Howard Snortland State Superintendent
of Public Instruction" arrived in an
envelope bearing NDEA 's return address.
NDEA staff member Lee
Fleischer, a former Mandan High School
teacher, managed Snortland's convention
campaign.
Muhs defeated Lowell Jensen, the
instruction department's director of
elementary and secondary education at
the Republican convention. He had a
decided advantage, since he was a
delegate and had access to the floor.
Jensen. not a delegate, was forced to do
his campaigning from the back of the
convention hall. Nevertheless, the
convention contest was close. Muhs took
it 548 votes to 504.
Crawford, the only one of these men
who sought no partisan endorsement, is
probably the best politician among them.
He is well known in the state for his
management of Republican Richard Larsen's unsuccessful gubernatorial bid four
years ago. He's popular at Hazen, a coal
boom town whose school is streased by
rapid population growth.
Crawford
managed to convince patrons of that
hard·pressed district to pass a bond
issue for a new school. They'd rejected
the proposal three times previously.
Crawford is an active superintendent.
He led' the school board to intercede in
the Federal Power Commission's hear.
ings on American Natural Resources
(Michigan Wisconsin) Company's re·
quest for licensing for a coal gasification
plant near Beulah. The Hazen school
district deserves some "front end mon·
ey" to help meet impacts construction of
the plant will bring, Crawford argued.
He also earned media attention with his
hot lunch program.
Supplies are
purchased from local farmers.
The contest among these candidates to
succeed him is made more interesting by
the opportunity, for the first time in the
state's history, to vote no, in effect. A
contitutional amendment on the ballot
would abolish the officejby establishing a
seven member Public Education Board
with an appointed
superintendent.
Passage of the measure would crush the
dreams of four aspirants 'Of officialdom.
• Of course, the measure isn't likely to
pass. North Dakotans have traditionally
cherished the multitude of their elected
officials.
Crawford, the consumate
politician, announced he'd base his
campaign for the office on opposition to
the proposed amendment, thus staking

Sounding the theme: Banners at state political conventions

out an apparently popular position
before his competition.
This scramble for the superintendency
was made possible by the retirement--

after more than 25 years in office--of

M.F. Peterson, who has been regularily
but never seriously challenged. Peterson was appointed to the office in 1951.

Legislators have apparently become
as confused as most voters about the six
constitutional measures on North Dakota's primary electim ballot. Many
appealed to the Legislative Ci,uncil for
help in understanding the proposals.
Here is what the Council', office told
them,

Amendments,
initiative
crowd primary
election ballot
The amendment to abolish the superintendency is one of seven measures on
the primary ballot. The others would:
• permit the legislature to legalize some
forms of gambling if the proceeds go to
charitable. religious, educational, fraternal or similar public-spirited purposes.
This is an effort to allow the churches to
have their bingo and the veterans and
fraternal organizations their tip jars and
poker parties. These activitcs would not
be permitted in public bars, however,
unless the barkeeper could demonstrate
he used the money for charity.
•.remove the constitutional requirement regarding age for election to the
legislature. The effect of this would be to
make 18 year olds. who are eligible to
vote. eligible to hold office, as well.
•provide for the legislature to meet for
80 days at any timr during the biennium.
Currently, the assembly is limited to~ 60
day session beginning in January _immediately following the general elcct10n.
The 80 days could be divided into equal
annual sessions if the legislature so
chose.
•establish the size of the state senate at
30 to 52 members and the house of
representative~ at 30 lo 102 members and
require redistricting of the state after
each dicennial census.
These arc efforts to update the state
constitution's bizarrely antiquated apportionment system, which has been stricken
by the United States Supreme Court.
Passage of the amendment would bring a
pause in the reapportionment controversy
which has engulfed the state's politicians
in the esoterica of district lines and per
cents of variance since 1965. Of course.
the 1980 census will resurrect the
problem. The amendments are designed
to make the reapportionment process
smoother and more easily understood.
Included in this measure is a provision
which would repeal the section of the
state constitution setting compensation
for legislators at S5 per day. Passage of
the amendment would mean that legislators can fix their own compensation.
•recast the judicial article of the
constitution by deleting all references to
courts other than the Supreme Court and
the district courts. The legislature would
have the power to establish other· courts.
This is not so extreme a notion as it
sounds. The basic elements of the state's
judicial system would remain intact, but
the lower courts, like those on the county
level, could be streamlined and consolidated.
These courts are presently
provided by statutes parallelling the
Constitutional provision
establishing
them, so passage of the amendment
would not immediately end the lower
courts.
All of the amendments described above
were referred to the voters by legislative
action. The seventh ballot measure was
initiated by Robert McCamey of Bismarck, a Ford automobile dealer, 3.nd
would set a ceiling of S332 million on
spending from the state's general fund

for the 1977-79 biennium. The measure
is understandably unpopular with state
officials like Accounts and Purchases
Director Lloyd Omdahl, who has asked
McCarney where cuts ought to be made
in the budget, whkh for this biennium
totals S442 million. County officials,
meeting in Mandan July 22. opposed the
measure because, they said, it will raise
property taxes at the local level.
This has been a wearing recitation of
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MEASURE NUMBER 1

ballot propositions. I know.

This measure deals with the qualifications of legislators. It passed the House
89-6 and the Senate 30-14. It would
amend Sections 28 and 34 of the
Constitution to require each senator and
representative to be, on the day of his or
her election, a qualified elector of the
district and a state resident for one year.
This would reduce the age qualification to 18 instead of the current 25 for
senators and 21 for representatives. The
state residency requirement for legislators would be changed from two years
to one year.

_Left

unconsidered are the county officers.
Commissioners are to be electd in all 53
counties and in those with a surplus of
seekers, will be a winnowing process.
Two candidates will advance to the
general election ballot for every open
seat on the commission.

Allen I. Olson, the attorney general, at
the Republican convention--his crackdown on gambling spurred the proposed
constitutional amendment.

-

Many counties also have funding
measures on the ballot. In Morton
County, for example. voters will decide
whether to levy two mills to support the

County Council on the Aging. Burleigh
County commissioners backed away
from placing a measure to fund a
weather modification authority on the
primary ballot. Too crowded, already,
they reasoned.

Despite its length, the primary ballot
is not very exciting. It's possible to
predict with confidence that Elkin and
Omdahl will win their contests, and that

Crawford and Snortland are likely to
survive the pile up at the public
instruction spot on the ballot.

Perhaps the most immediately important of t he ballot measures, is the move

to limit state spending. Cynics insist it
will pass easily, I think t hat depends on
the effectiveness of the

campaign

against it. Certainly, the outcome will
tell North Dakotans something about the
credibility of their elected officials, who
will almost universally oppose the meas-

ure. A defeat this time could sidetrack
Robert McCarney's plans for three
initiated measures dealing with tax
reform, which he plans. to offer on the

November ballot. Based on my confidence that the North Dakota voter will
think about what he'll ha\le to give up if
he approves the measure, and on

McCarney's rebuff in his effort to refer
the budget of the Accounts and Pur-

cutting state spending requires a yes
vote, not a vote against a speeific

program.) Remember, too, that I'm the
fellow who predicted the constitution
offered voters in 1972 would be al>'
proved. Of course, I'm also the man who
said, on New Years Eve, that Jimmy
Carter would be the Democratic nominee for president.
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MEASURE NUMBER S

Thi\ measure would provide for two
state edticational boards:
a seven
member State Board of Public Education
to
supervise
elementary
and
secondary
MEASURE NUM11ER 2
education. and a seven member State
Board of Higher Education to supervise
The North Dakota LegisJature now
the st.itc·c;. colleges and universities.
meets once every two years for 60 days.
Board members would be. appointed by
These 60 days begin in January of each
the
Governor and confirmed by the
odd-numbered year and generally run
throu_gh March. This measure would Senate. Each board would appoint an
executive officer.
"
allow 1he legislature to meet for 80 days.
Presently North Dakota has a State
These days would not_ have to be .
Board
of
Higher
Education,
but elemconsecutive but could be used anytime
during the two year biennial period. The entary and secondary education is
supervised
b)'
the
State
Department
of
legislature could also author_ize i~s
Public Instruction and the State Board of
com mittees to meet anytime durrng this
Public School Education.
two year period.
This measure eliminates the office of
This measure amends Sections SJ and
Superintendent of Public Instruction as
56 of the State Constitution to make these
an elective constitutional position, and
changes. and repeals Section 55 which
would instead make this officer an
directs that sessions be held once every
executive appointed by the State Board of
tv,:o years. This measure passed the
Public Education, much the same as the
Senate 29-21 and the House 55-49.
Commissioner of Higher Education is
now appointed by the State Board of
MEASURE NUMBER 3
Higher Education.
This measure would
create new
judicial provisions for the North Dakota
Constitution by repealing the present
judicial provisions found in the 35
sections in article IV and substituting a
new Article IV with 13 sections.
The new judicial, provisions would
create what is called a " unified court
system." The ~onstitution now requires
there be a Supreme Court. district courts,
county courts, county justice courts and
city courts. This measure would require
only a Supreme Court, district courts and
such other courts as the legislature might
require.
Under the proposal, the Supreme Court
would have supervisory and administrative authority over the unified systems,
and the chief justice would be the
administrative head of the system. The
Supreme Court would be able to establish
judicial districts, with the legislature
continuing to determine the number of
judges for each district. Judicial districts
are now established by the legislature.
The supreme and district court judges
would be elected under the new proposal,
as they are currently. Under the new
proposal. any vacancies on the Supreme
Court or district courts would be filled by
the Governor either calling a special
election or appointing someone from a list
submitted by a Judicial Nominating
Commission. An appointment would only
continue until the next general election
when the oosition would be filled by
election for the remainder of the term.
This measure passed the House 86-5

and the Senate 39-3. It is based primarily
on the Judicial Article adopted by the
1972 Constitutional Convention.

chases Department half a decade ago,

I'm going to predict the measure will be
beaten.
(Remember, in this case,

ditions.
Under this measure, the
legislature could authoriz~ nonpr~fit
veterans, charitable, educational. rehgious or fraternal organizations; civic and
service clubs; or similar public-spirited
groups to conduct games of chance.
However. this could only be done when
the entire net proceeds from the
gambling are to be devoted to educ,tional. charitable, patriotic, fraternal,
religious or other public·spirited uses.
It is important to remember on this
measure that its approval alone will not
change an)" state laws concerning gambling. It will only allow the legislature to
make some changes if it decides to do so.
The mca... urc passed the House 7Q-l 7 and
the Senate 28-21. It amends the first
amendment to the North Dakota Constitution.

MEASURE NUMBER 4
The North Dakota Constitution now
says not only that the legislature cannot
pass any laws allowing gambhng, but
also that it must pass laws prohibiting it.
This measure still prohibits most types
of gambling, but would allow the
legislature to pass laws allowing a limited
type of gambling under certain con-
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MEASURE NUMBER 6
This measure changes several North
Dakota constitutional provisions on the
size and reapportionment of the legis·
lature to comply with various court
rulings. Under this measure, there would
not be less than 30 nor more than 52
senators (there are 50 senators under the
current reapportionment) and not less
than 30 nor more than 104 representatives (there are 100 representatives under
the current reapportionment).
The measure also directs the legislature to determine the number of
senatorial districts after each federal
census, and says that each senatorial
district must have at least one representative in the House. This proposal
repeals the SS a day legislative salary
provision in the Constitution.
The measure passed the Senate 31-18

and the House 61-38.
AN ALTERNATIVE MEASURE
The 1975 Legislature approved one
proposed constitutional
amendment
which will go on the general election
ballot in November only if Measure
Number 5 on the September ballot,
dealing with educational boards. fails.
This alternative measure amends two
portions of Article 54 of the North Dakota
Constitution concerning the State Board
of Higher Education. It would change the
restrictions on board membership to
require that no more than one member
could be a graduate of one of the
institutions under the board's control.
The restriction now pertains to being an
alumnus or former student of such
institutions.
This measure would also allow the
legislature to determine the compensation for board members. The Constitution now restricts board members'
compensation to expenses and S7 per day
for meetings, with neither expense
reimbursements nor compensation allowed to exceed SSOO in a calendar year.
This measure passed the Senate 44-3

and the House 76- 19.
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Conventions

The Democrats were quiet

Arm in arm-- WiU,am L. Guy and
Quentin Burdick.

Despite the unpleasantly dull primary
election ahead of us, the political season
on 76 has had its exciting momeuts.
Most of them came al the Republican
convention in Fargo July 8 1 through 10.
The Democratir convention, held in
Bismarck June 24 25 and 26, was pretty
much without highlights- -so much so, in
fact, that Suezette and I deserted it for a
lake side cottage a day before the closmg
gavel fell.
Former Gov. William L. Guy appeared
at the Democratic gathering with his
arm around U.S. Sen. Quentin Burdick
to demonstrate that stories of a Cued
between them are fictitious. Burdick
denied that Guy had written him to
suggest he step aside for a younger man.
The immediate cause of the fued (which
we are asked to believe does not exist) is
the senatorial campaign of 1974, in which
Guy attempted to unseat incumbent
Republican Sen. Milton Young.
He
failed, but by less than 200 votes.
Democratic leaders have blamed Burdick, who didn't take an active part in
the campaign, and James Jungroth, once
their chairman, who ran as an independent. Burdick's alleged silence during
the campaign may be evidence of his

friendship for Jungrolh (they once
practiced law together) or his disinclina tion to upset the status quo in Washing·
ton. Burdick, after all, must work with
Milton Young. Guy. after all, might
have overshadowed Quentin Burdick in
the Senate.
In other busines~. Democrats nomin·
ated a full slate of candidates for the
primary election, as we've seen. None
were opposed at the convention, except
Superintendent endor<.ee Halmrast who
won a three way race involving Snortland and David Lee, another official in
the department. Democrats offered Lee
the run of the convention to conduct his
campaign for the office--a sharp contrast
to Jensen's treatment at the Republican
convention.
In the only heated contest of the
convention, George Gaukler of Valley
City, a faithful party worker, was named
national committeeman. He defeated
Minofs B. Jayapathy, who spent more
than $2,000 in his quest for the position.
Bea Peterson of New England was
re-elected national committee woman
without opposition.
Sixteen delegates were elected to
represent North Dakota at the Demo-

era.tic national convention. Ten of them
had whole votes, six were halfvotl's . ,\IJ
of the votes··• total of 13- ·went to
Jimmy Carter, but two of the delegates,
Lucy Maluski of Bi!-marck and Ted :,.:ace
of Dickinson held out until they arrived
at the New York con\.ention hall--and
this despitt> the fa<'t that Matuskt had
madl· a motion at the state convention to
pledge the entire North Dakota delega·
tion to Carter.
Democrats select their national con·
vention delegates rn a complicated cau·
cus pro<.'edure. Delegates are asked to
indicate their prt>ferf"nces on issues or
candidates, and the convention recesses
to allow the caucuses to meet. During
the three day convention, a great deal of
jockeying for caucus memberships took
place. because strength in the national
delegation was apportioned by the size
o( each caucus.
This having been
determined, the separate caucuses
elected their own delegates and these
were routninely approved by the convention.
This procedure, though Democrats
allege is the most representative pos·
sible, consumes a great deal of time ... so
much time, in fact, that Democrats

,

No Senate seat for him

Elkin iust
wants to be
governor
.Milton Young's dramatic an·
nouncement that he'd probably
leave the U.S. Senate if a
Republican were elected governor in November caused a. great
deal of speculation about whom
Republican gubernaorial candidate Dick Elkin might ap-

turbed by persistent rumors
that Elkin himself hoped to go
to Washington, the candidate
called a news conference to say
he just wants to be governor.
Afandan News editor Jim Fug·
lie was there.
Tht"s is his
report:

point if he were elected. Dis-

Richard Elkin said this week
that he will not resign the
governorship to become U.S.
Senator if he is elected Governor
in November, and that he has
not considered any names for
possible appointment to the
U.S. Senate seat now held by
Milton R. Young.
At a news conference called
''to lay to rest a rumor that has
given rise to considerable speculation, Elkin said if Young
were to resign his Senate scat
after election of a Republican
Governor in November.. as he
has said he may do--he would
not be going to Washington
himself.

"The rumor is that if I am the
Republican Governor--that I
would resign as governor--after
ha\--ing made a deal with Lt.
Gov. Ernie Pyle (Elkin's run·
ning mate)--and then Ernie
Pyle. who would be governor
because of my resignation··
would appoint me to the United
States Senate."
•• Let the record be perfectly
dear.'' Flkin told members of
the media assembled at Bismarch Town House Motel, "I
am running for Governor of this
state. If the people of this state
choo~c me to be their Governor.

1 will serve the full four years ... I

will not resign from the office to
take an appointment to the
United States Senate."

In response to a question from
a newsman, Elkin said ··1 would
prefer that Sen. Young stays on
in the Senate.''
"I haven"t considered any
names and I don't intend to,"
he added.

But Elkin. presently one of
two Republican Pu,,blic Service
Commissioners on the three
man PSC board, said he had
ruled out two possible candidates for the Senate--himself
and his wife Agnes Mae.
The Republican candidate
answered a number of other
questions in the half hour news
conference. among them:

How do you feel about water
permits for industrial develop·
ment specifically one in Dunn
Countv?
'"I like North Dakota the way
it is. I don't want to sec any
large major di,;ruption in t~e
state . and I think it is the duty of
the ,ta1c·s ele(led official; to
""urc that. rm not sure I'd
oppose a coal gasification plant.
The re is a national energy

shortage and we must decide
what North Dakota's role is."
Is one coal gasification plant
enough?

· ·one might gh·e us some.
idea of the impact especially on
the people in the area, and that
is the mm,t sig nificant impact.··
You said several month<. ago
you would not comrnitt any
grarn from your farm to the
North Dakota Wheat Pool. What
would y~ur position he as
governor and a member of the
lndu"Strial Commission on the
\\ heat pool and the effort• .if the
Farmers Steering Com.nittec?

"I'm not in favor of lending
the state name to the whtat
pool. I said that bccau,e I did
not like that particular contract.
II did not guarantee any farmer
more than Sl.0.) per bushel for
his wheat. As a Public Service
Commissioner I've served as
trustee in bankruptcy for three
earlier attempts at grain marketing pools. I find nothing
magic about this particular pool.
I'm not opposed to farmers
marketing this way, but I just
didn't like this particular con·
tract.''

mean the lieutenant governor
would ha\-·c to have specific
duties assigned by the lcgislamrc. It makes more and more
sense as times g0cs on to do it,
but the Legislature must come
up with the funding and agree
with me on the duties."
Do you favor the proposal on

the ballot to limit tate spending
to -1J2 million m the nc\l
biennium?
'Tm opposed to that I think,
hOWC\'Cr th2.· th_.· ban j<;SUe .Jll
which the present governor
should take a position. It would
mean a rcdudion in state
services. The nctd for services
would remain, but then.• would
be no moricv for them. That
would mean ·we would have to
get the money from another
level of government--the local
level. l would think a budget of
$500 would be more realistic.

Would you take a budget

or

SSOO million from the legisla-

ture?
"Yes.··
How much mane~ do you plan
to spend in your campaign·,
''We' ll spend more than
SIOO,Q00..-1f we can raise 1t. It
will be a l'ash c-ampa11,?n ·

Who are the members of vou~
staff?

"My campaign m3 1agc" is
Garv Schnell from Dickinson.
OthCr staff members ':I.re Linda
Landgren. Larry Borlaug, John
Sacrisen and Myron Atkinc;on. "

Docs Robert McCarne,· have
a paid po\ition on your 5faff?
"'No.""

Will yott disclose the source
of your campaign contributions?,
·' l have not made a decision
on whether to disclose the
source of my campagin contrib·
utors."

When will you decide?
''Soon.''

How soon? Before the primary? Before the general election?
1'

Before the primary."

Why are you hesitating?
''There are several persons
who have already donated to my
campaign and who asked that
their names not be disclosed. 1
did not promise them that. but
several of them are state
employes and since they arc
working in the present administration. this mig ht make them
feel uncomfortable.••
Would you favor making the
Lieute nant Governor's job a full
time position?
'Tm not sure. That would

Richird Elkin and Bisman:k televit>fon nt'wsman DeU,ev He g.,.n

didn't get around to approving their platform. That document was referred to
the party's policy committee, which is
expected to take action on it during a
meeting in early August at the party's
state headquarters in BismH.rck.
Democratic leaders were anxious to
avoid a floor fight at the convention, as
well, so stonewalling the platform offered an opportunity to maintain the love
fest atmosphere at the
gathering.
Delegates did get around to approving a
plank calling for collective bargaining for
teacher before the bulk of the platform,
containing controversial planks about
the Garrison Diversion Project and
resource development, was delayed. A
move to include a pro-life, anti-abortion
plank was defeated and the party's
platform is silent on that issue.
The 1976 Democratic convention was
in sharp contrast to the normal state of
affairs at these gathering. The Democrats are often a fractious, contentious
bunch but the group at Bismarck, which
numbered more than 1300, seemed
content to praise unity and victory
rather than to squabble over issues.

Rebellious
Republicans
Even more surprising was the rebelliousness of the 1100 delegates at the
Republican convention in Fargo. Normally, Republicans do as they're told and
their conventions are usually rather dull.
Not so,! this year. The GOP managed to
stage a convention full of surprises. On
more than one occassion, delegates
refused to follow orders and once, at
least, a venerable state senator was
quite directly snubbed.
The Republican convention was enlivened by a contest for the state's 18
delegates to the national convention, by
a contest for the gubernatorial nomination and by a U.S. Senator's !swansong.
We'll take these highlights in chronological order.
Perhaps the most exciting part of the
convention was an appearance by Ronald
Reagan, star of "Death Va11ey Days." a
former governor of California. Reagan
would like to wrest the Republican
presidential nominatiol" from Gerald
Ford. He came to Fargo to eniist North
Dakota Republicans in his campaign.

Rooold Reagan at Fargo's Hector Field.

Ronald Reagan visit enlivens Republican gathering
Reagan's arrival at Fargo·s Hector
Airport Wednesday evening (July 7) had
been billed as "press a\'ailability" by
the Reagan staff. But North Dakota
newsmen found Reagan to be anything
but available.
The candidate did appear at the airport
(only 12 minutes late because, one of his
staff explained. ''The governor likes to be
prompt.") and was greeted by a crowd of
200 fans wearing Reagan hats and waving
Reagan bumper stickers.
Security was tight and the crowd was
kept behind a mesh wire fence. The press
was allowed onto _the ru~way and into a
Newsmen jockeyed for better positions
as Nancy and Ronald Reagan emerged
from the plane and were greeted by
Fargo's Mayor Richard Hentges. No
upper level representatives of the Republican Party were on hand to greet the
candidate.
The Californian. smiling and congenial, headed immediately for the crowd
and began shaking hands and signing
autographs. National newsmen surrounded him so for several moments he was
completely cut off from view of the local
press. He eventually did move over to the
roped off area and proceeded to answer a
few questions apparently from the
national media. Again, he was cut off
from view by ABC, NBC and CBS
persons--ail carrying an impressive array
of audio-visual equipment.
It is not certain what questions were
asked of him or what responses he gave
to the questions as the jet engines were
running during the entire event--and so
nothing could be heard.
Reagan's visit to the convention was
made dramatic by the presence of the
Secret Service and the national media and
the curious public, who packed the
galleries in Fargo's Civic Center. Even
the organ music in the background, a
requirement at every political convention,
added to the excitement.
The sergeant at arms had been
instructed to allow no one on the floor
who did not have a ribbon attached to his
badge. There was a frantic scramble for
ribbons that said ''alternate'' or ''page.''
The press--both local and national-·
were not allowed close access to the
candidate but were confined behind
ropes.
In many ways. Reagan's appearance
was like a stage act--with tv.·o back up
groups proceeding the star attraction.
First on stage was Ken Curtis, Festus
of television's 'Gunsmoke", who talked
"westernese and loosened up the I crowd.
He explained that Reagan had attracted
many crossover votes in
California-where Republicans are out numbered-and that he could do the same on a
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national level. Festus introduced Efrem
Zimbalist, Jr. , who spoke of America's
past greatness and identified with the
crowd by mentioning his immigrant
parents.
Zimbalist introduced the
presidential candidate.
H.eagan began with the comment, "It
looks like the Democratic candidate will
be Jimmy Carter. He's riding high in the
straddle." He immediately launched into
a discussion of his campaign saying.
"People have a chance this year to choose
the nomine and not be told by the
politicians who the nominee will be."
Reagan criticized the federal governmeat and declared, '' W hm t u i no
answer to the problem. I believe
Washington is the problem." He spoke of
the dangers of centralization of government · and encouraged the Republican
party to oppose it.
He maintained that our national

government is in serious trouble and
quipped. "The only difference betv..·een
Washington, D.C., and New York City is
that Washington has a printing press."
He continued, "Printing press money
and borrowing won't solve the economic
troubles of this nation but will only make
them worse."
He attacked the federal government for
its "interference·· in the oil industry. ''It
is time to turn the oil industry loose to
make use of the free market, " he said.
He indicated that government should get
out of other industries as well. '' Let
farmers do what they do best•-produce
food for a hungry world." That Ibrought
shouts of approval and a standing
ovation.
He discussed his opposition to gun
control, the need to be "tough" with
criminals, the necessity for welfare
reform and his belief tha.t "American

sovereignty in the Panama Canal Zone is
not ncgoti,iblc. '' The crowd appreciated
his comment, "If we get Washington out
of the class room, maybe we can get God
back in."
He dismissed Carter's approach to
these problems. "Carter finds answers in
more government, more programs,·'
Reagan said. "I want the chance to make
government once again--by the people.,.
Before leaving the stage, the Republican hopeful said, ''The charge has been
made that I am not electable, that my
base of support is too narrow. If I did not
think that I could win, f would not run. No
one prayed harder than I before I made
the decision to run. •·
His speech was1given in the shadow of
a huge picture of Gerald Ford, which had
been hung directly to Reagan's right.

No one listened to Ford campaigner
But Ford's man at the convention,
Michigan State Sen. Guy VanderJagt,
was less enthusiastically received.
After Reagan left the convention hall
and as C. Werner Litton of Fargo began
his introduction of VanderJagt, about
half of the people in the balconies got up
and left. Delegates and .alternates
began milling around the floor and many
of the press abandoned their positions
behind the ropes. The edge of excitement disappeared as persons went into
the hallway to buy hotdogs and visit
with friends. The noise level in the
auditorium increased and many persons
appeared not to be listening to the
speaker.
In his introduction of VanderJagt,
Litton implied that the party leadership
in North Dakota supported the candida-

cy of Gerald Ford and not of Ronald
Reagan.
VanderJagt, an economics expert,
gave a rather defensive speech saying,
"The President has not had much
success with economic programs because
of the Democratic Congress." He also
commented, "Let's not take cheap shots
at Gerald Ford and Milton Young
because they have been in Congress for
30 years."
He declared that the Republican party
should "look at the real enemy. The
enemy is a Democratic Congress." "Ford
has not been making easy decisions," he
said.
The reception given Vandei;Jagt may
have been a result of the disappointment
many persons felt that the President had

not attended the convention in person.
But later in the day's proceedings,
delegates did demonstrate Ford's popt.larity with them. Following the acceptance of the list of persons to be
delegates to the national convention in
Kansas City, the President telephoned
the convention to express his appreciation for the support he had received.
• "I wish to congratulate you for your
participation in the typical American
process. You have carried out your
responsibility," Ford said. He thanked
both those who had supported him and
those who had not and emphasied the
importance of party unity.
Ford
commented that competition is good but
that it would be important "to join
together as a team in the months ahead."

Republicans maneuver, avoid floor fight
Those who had expected a floor fight
between supporters of Ford and Reagan
were disappointed--although observers
were treated to a lot of Republican
maneuvering, much of it clandestine.
All of this began Thursday morning,
when State Chairman Allen Young of
Devils Lake presented his list of delegates to the national convention. In the
Republican Party, The chairman traditionally draws up the list. Convention
seats are awarded to party faithful as
rewards for services.
Usually, the
nominating convention approves the list
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and sends it to the convention floor for
routine adoption. But the procedure
didn't work quite that smoothly this
year.
As the party's legal convention--actually Republicans hold two events, one
to select national convention delegates
and other party business, another to
endorse candidates for election--began.
Delegate William Striqden of Grand
Forks moved that delegates break into
caucuses to elect delegates, on the
Democratic '.t>arty model. That motion
failed.
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Then the manuevering began. The
nominating committee, departing from
sedate Republican tradition, dumped
two of Young's choices for two Ford
backers because, they said, the pair
were more faithful party workers.
But Reagan's North Dakota manager,
Dave Robinson of Coleharbor threatened
"a terrible fight" and the committee
reneged--haJJway. They sent the slate
to the floor with 17 of Young's original
members, one of their own.
"Not
acceptable," Young said. He pleaded for
unity. .. and he won. The committee
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No floor fight
decided (by a one vote margin) to reinstate Young's entire slate.
The convention approved that decision. The de1egate slate was split 10 for
Ford, three for Reagan and five
uncommitted. Since the state convention, two of the uncommitteds have
emerged as Reagan delegates. The
others remain, publicly at least, uncommitted.

Clarence Warner, Reagan's midwest
coordinater, said the Reagan forces had
dedded not to fight "for the sake of
party unity. A fight would have been
divisive. Tearing up North Dakota
would serve no purpose. We are going
to get the party nomination, we are
certain of that." He admitted, however,
that "things might have been different"
if the national delegate count had been
C'IQSf"T.

neagan's man hesitated to tell how
many delegates his candidate could claim
from North Dakota. "It depends on
whose count you use, he said. "Each
delegate has his own count." But he

finally indicated, "We expect seven to
nine of the original slate."
Within a week of North Dakota's
convention, the Washington Post had
called it a "defeat" for Reagan, one
which helped to slow his monemtum
toward the Republican convention in
Kansas City August 9-18. If the Post is
right, Reagan may well wish he had
fought, especially because a straw vote
of delegates indicated an almost exactly
even split at the convention. Ford got
274 votes and Reagan got 272.
Completion of the delegate slate didn't
end maneuvering for delegates to the
national convention, however. Both Ford
and Reagan have telephoned uncommitted North Dakota delegates and at
least one national conservative group has
threatened to withhold campaign contributions from the state party unless
Reagan gets more support. The National
Conservative Political Caucus told State
Sen. Robert Stroup not to expect their
help unless Reagan picked up delegate
strength from North Dakota.

Elkin

Some Party business
With the delegation selection completed, Republicans turned to party
business.
In the election for Republican national
committeeman, Peter Wold of Bottineau
challenged incumbent Ben Clayburgh of
Grand Forks. Wold won the election and
in his acceptance speech declared, "I'll
be working Republican like you've never
seen before. Just call me. I'll be there."
Opposition to Clayburgh stemmed from
his supposed inactivity.
Wold had run against Clayburgh four
years ago at the state convention but
was defeated. This year his campaign
stressed the need for a closer working
relationship between the national committeeman and the district organizations
and ttie importance of allowing new

people to serve in positions of the party.
Claybough had held the position as
national committeeman for eight years.
National committeewoman Gerridee
Wheeler of Bismarck ran unopposed in
her bid for re-election. She was nominated by her husband, Burt, who said that
if she had to choose between him or the
party, "She'd chose you." "So," said her
spouse. "You can have her!"
An unanimous ballot was .cast for
Wheeler who said, ..You can count on
me" and thanked the covention for not
nominating anyone to run against' her.
There had been rumors that she would
be opposed by a Reagan supporter who
was upset at Wheeler's support of
President Ford. But that opposition
never materialized.

Milton Young's swan song
The swansong came from Milton
Y_pung, who has represented North
Dakota in the U.S. Senate since 1945, or
for more than a third of the state's
existence. He told the convention there
is "a better than 50/50 chance" he'll quit
before his term expires in 1980. He'd
feel better about that if a Republican
governor were to name his successor, he
said, and there is "no chance" he'd resign
if former Gov. William L. Guy, whom he
narrowly defeated in 1974, were to be
appointed in his stead.
Young's speech was an emotional one.
He cheeked his tears several times in the
five minutes he took to deliver it. The
convention's reception for Young--who
was called "the old workhorse" at the
party's 1974 convention--was very
warm.
The ovation lasted several
minutes. The crowd sang "For he's a

Ernest Pyle, his wife, Mrs. Elkin, Richard Elkin-- accepting the endorsements of the Republican Party.

Joily Good Fellow."

But the Young announcement stirred
controversy. Democrats professed outrage that Young would not finicil\ the
term to which he was elected.
Gov.
Link called it a "subversion of the
democratic process" and said that he'd
be happy to cooperate with Young to
choose a successor if the senator is so
anxious to retire. Republicans defended
the announcement. Their gubernatorial
candidate, Richard Elkin, said he welcomed it because it would make Republicans realize that not only the governorship but a spot in the U.S. Senate is at
stake in the fall election.
Of course, voters may reach another
clonclusion. If Young won't quit if Link
is re-elected, then the way to keep a
Republican in Washington is to keep a
Democrat in Bismarck.

The endorsement of Elkin was surprisingly ·anti-climatic. He ran up 429
votes on the first ballot, just 120 short of
the majority he needed. Robert Reimers, the speaker of the state house of
representatives had only 288 votes;
State Auditor Robert Peterson had 194;
Legislative Council Chairman Robert
Melland had 188. The second ballot saw
declines in his opponents' strength while
Elkin climbed within eight votes of the
endorsement.
On the third ballot,
Elkin's home District, 38, in the southwestern comer of the state, delivered
him the majority. As the roll call ended,
he ha~ 786 votes. Bob Reimers, the only
man left in the field, had just J86.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Reimers u·r ged the party to "go out of
here united in victory,'' but said his
political career is over. "What 1 do in
politics in the future will be probably
nothing." he said. "I'm going to stick to
the commercial world, which treats me
better.'' Reimers, a successful farmer
and grain dealer from Melville, on
the Stutsman/ Foster County line, has
tried three times to gain his party's
gubernatorial endorsement. Each time,
he's failed.
Melland is a candidate for re-election
to the State Senate from Jamestown;
Peterson was endorsed. for a second
term as state auditor. Peterson, despite
his loss on the roll call, may have been
among the winners at the convention.
His low key campagin and his composure
impressed a lot of delegates. His vote
total was larger than many observers
expected it to be. If Elkin is beaten in
November, Peterson may be a bloomer
in his second term and a candidate in
1980. This year, though, Peterson,
along with Melland and Reimers, fell to
the well-tuned Elkin campaign. His
demonstration on the floor-·before the
votes were counted--showed his
strength. It included a brass band, and
dancing with Elkin banners, coal magMilton Young--He says he'll probably
nate I.J. Wilhite, who ran for lieutenant
leave the U.S. Senate if Richard Elkin
governor in 1972, and lost; Galen Anderbecomes govenwr.
son, the president of the Nokota Company, Wilhite's firm; and Robert McCarney, Bismarck auto dealer and political
maverick.
It's McCarney's initiated
measure to limit state spending which
appears on the September ballot. In
natural death and deserves full protec·
addition to Elkin, McCarney has ention of the law;" and supporting "voter
dorsed Democrats Quentin Burdick, a
registration by political party."
U.S. Senator, and Byron Dorgan, the
The convention also passed a resolutax commissioner, for re-election.
tion condemning the March trade mis·
sion to Egypt, undertaken by Gov.
Arthur A. Link and a number of state
officials, including several Republicans
The major surprise of the convention
as "a waste of North Dakota taxpayer's
came when delegates refused to approve
time and money."
Elkin's
choice for lieutenant .governor.
Defeated were resolutions recognizing
Instead of endorsing Fargo lawyer and
the need for funding driver education
hotelier
Thomas Wold, as Elkin asked,
programs and declaring that the unfundthe convention turned to Casselton
ed liability of the North Dakota Teachers
farmer Ernest Pyle.
Fund for Retirement "is an obligation of
Wold was the viction of a subtle
the state."
campaign on several levels. First, some
Two resolutions, one supporting pubdelegates
objected because both he and
lic television and one calling for state
Elkin are Catholic; some argued that the
foundation program funding of 70 per
gubernatorial candidate shouldn't be
cent of the per pupil cost of education
allowed to dictate to the convention.
were mislaid by the resolutions chairThis is the line Pyle took in a campaign
man. His committee, he said, had
talk to the delegates. To allow the
recommended that both be passed.

•
wins

easily

Party quickly passes resolutions
The Republican convention took just
90 minutes to dispense with resolutions
commending its officer holders; endorsing "sunset laws" to end the lives of state
agencies providing "ineffective or inefficient government regulation or those
agencies which simply no longer serve a
useful public service "unless they're

extended by the legislature; supporting
the "endeavors" of the North Dakota
Farm Bureau and the Farmers Union-but neglecting to mention the National
Farmers Organization; , reaffirming
"long-standing support of the Garrison
Diversion Project" and urging changes
in the land acquisition and relocation
program; · encouraging concentration of
"a higher proportion of our foreign aid to
economic and agriculturalldevelopment"
among the 'real poor' and endorsing the
North Dakota Harvest for Hunger, a

scheme to move agricultural products
from this state to impoverished people
abroad; supporting "the active participation of state and local government in
properly structured health programs"
and "the use of private comprehensive
health insurance carriers;'' supporting a
cut in the state and federal estate taxes;
calling for "incentives to encourage solar
and other energy conserving technologies;" endorsing "lower taxes;" recognizing "the valuable contributions of
Older Americans" and urging measures
to "help alleviate the burden of inflation
placed upon them; ' ' calling for a balanced
budget; an actuarily sound social security program; public meetings at all levels
of government, including the party;
four-laning U.S. Highway 2 across
northern North Dakota; a constitutional
amendment "establishing that human
life with legal personhood begins at the
time of conception, con_tinues until

Surprise!

Pyle for It. governor
governor that descretion would be a bad
precedent, Pyle said. "We might as well
not even vote. That's my main reason
for running."

Most observers doubted that Pyle's
motivation was so shallow, 1 however.

Instead, Pyle became the instrument of
a peculiar kind of vengenance which
legislative Republicans took against the
executive arm of their party. This
happened for two reasons: First, legis
Jative Republicans figure they're in
control so long as they maintain a
majority in both houses of the assembly.
North Dakota's is a constitutionally
weak governor and his party affiliation
makes little diiference ... in fact, a Demo·
cratic governor is preferrable because he
makes good political fodder.
The
relationship between a Republican governor and the Republic3.n legislature
would be necessarily more polite, at
least publicly, and that unnerves Republican legislators because Elkin doesn't
always agree with them. Two examples:
He is in favor of a percentage of value
severc_!nce tax, which the Republican
legislature rejected last session, and he
has suggested that the state's govern
ment should be reorganized to better
meet the impacts of
development.
Legislators rejected that idea last session, as well. If these notions had come
to the chambers from a Republican
governor, their reactions might have
been t he same, but the leadership would
have had to strong arm some reluctant
Republican members.
Power, the
leaders figure, is better kept t han
shared.
The fourth motive for the rejection of
Wold arose from Milton Young's speech.
Governor Elkin miR'ht become Senator

Elkin, some feared, and that would close
the door on many opportunists--several
state senators among them. Wold, they
figured, could be trusted to appoint
Elkin to the Senate should he decide to
leave the governorship. Pyle could be
trusted not to. That would keep Dick
Elkin at home-~and leave the door open
for someone else to go to Washinton.
fhcsc moth·cs have a common base:
The legislative Rcpublic.i.n Party's desire
to teach Dick Elkin that it. and not the
cxccuti\'c Republican Pilrty of which
Elkin is a member. really runs things in
North Dakota. This is a lesson which
other Republican gubernatorial candidates, among them Richard Larsen have
failed to heed. Lar<,en lost in 1977., as
four Republican gubernatorial candidates
before him Jost.
There is some irony in the conven,
tion's choice, however. In the first
place, Elkin had made a campaign issue
of Link's "indecisiveness." Nevertheless, his own party rejected his first
decision as a bad one. Worse, Pyle, in
his campaign talk, told delegates he
simply couldn't decide which gubernatorial candidate to support, so he'd
passed his badge to an alternate and
waited out the balloting in the balcony.
Elkin, the candidate trying to create an
image of a forceful leader, thus was
stuck with an indecisive state senator for
a running mate.
Pyle has been in the State Senate
since 1967.
As a member of the
appropriations committee, his hardheaded disdain for new programs became legendary. So did his basketball
playing sons. Other than that, though,
the GOP's candidate for lieutenant
governor ~an be fairly called 'obscure.'

Why do I get the feeling
someone wants me to smother
under this Pyle of straw?

Andrews: Bagpipes/Stroup: Brave Talk
heavily favored incumbent Herschel
h wi zin. 97 F
·
·

~-ll-N&

from Winnipeg. That city's police pipe
band, in Fargo for the Red River Valley
Fair, came by, said convention Chairman
Allen Young, to prove that Canadians
have no hard.,feelings toward Andrews
despite his support for the Garrison
Diversion Project, some features of
which the Canadian government l,as
asked be stopped.
The wind bag came from
Minot.
Mayor Chester Reiten. a state senator,
nominated Andrews in a speech which
seemed interminable.
A couple of
delegates insisted they'd heard it before,
at bicentennial celebrations. Di~traught
at the senator's loquacity, Fargo delegates Cheryl Watkins, a state representative, and Dave Butler, began
marching through the hail waving Andrews banners. But Reiten was not
deterred. The speech continued. After
25 minutes, the delegates could take no
more. They rose shouting for .Andrews,
chased Reiten from the podium and
endorsed their candidate--to the tune of
"The Battie Hymn of the Republic."
State Rep. Earl Strinden, seconding
the nomination, comforted Reiten's
bruised ego. "That was a tremendous
message," he said, "It really was. Those
who may miss church tomorrow won't
have to feel so bad."
Andrews, who has grown both pudgy
and gray, accepted the party's endorsement with a speech stressing the
integrity of the Republican Party. He
claimed that his opponent, Democrat
Lloyd Omdahl, had been endorsed in
"back room negotiations."
With Andrews endorsed, the Republicans had only to find a candidate to run
against U.S. Sen. Quentin Burdick.
They settled, after a single ballot, on
Robert Stroup of Hazen, who easily
defeated Russell Thane of Wahpeton.
Stroup never doubted he'd get the
~ndorsement. The prepared text of his
acceptance speech, which he. distributed
to newsmen before it was delivered, had
a blank for the name of the gubernatorial
endorsee.
Stroup was nominated by Fargo's
Mayor Richard Hentges. who defeated
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In 1970, he crushed his opponent, Torn

I

1nm.

November, Quentin and Her,rhel can
open a joint law firm in Fargo," Stroup
declared.
Brave talk may be as close as Stroup
gets to the U.S. Senate, however.
Burdick's is the biggest name surviving
from the state's turbulent political past.

hen a

. . on css

But Stroup·s rhetoric reflected the
mood of the convention and of a party
hungry for victory after 16 years outside
the governor's office. Republicans put
together a strong ticket and, like the
Democrats, they left their convention
loving one another.

1976 looks like
a Democratic year
Still, 1976 looks like a Democratic
year. In the first place, that ticket is
headed by Jimmy Carter, a man who
grows peanuts--and who is thought, at
least, to be sympathetic to farmers.
Gerald Ford is not popular with many
farmers because he embargoed shipments of their wheat to Russia. Ronald
Reagan says he has doubts about the
wisdom of trading with the Soviet Union
at all. Further, Walter Mondale, the
Democratic vice presidential candidate,
is a Minnesotan. Likely, that's not a big
factor, but undecided North Dakotans
may go for a neighbor.
Republicans argue that Mark Andrews is as good a vote getter as Quentin
Burdick. But the Congressman has
begun to make enemies. His silence on
the anti-ballistic missile shutdown has
hurt him in northeastern North Dakota,
for example. Then, too, the Democrats
have a stronger man running against
Andrews than the Republicans do against Burdick.
Lloyd Omdahl is
familiar to most North · Dakotans.
Robert Stroup is not. And Omdahi's
record is not so vulnerable as Stroup's.
Republicans will have to attack his
association with the Democratic Party
and big government. Perhaps they'll
point out he's been a college professor.
But Stroup is a retired lumbermin and
he retains interest in a bank--surely as
questionable a calling as professor
among North Dakota voters.
And
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Democrats will assail Stroup's closeness
t,o the state's coal industry.
Gov. Link's popularity is difficult to
assess, but he is the incumbent, an
advantage in any election, and he's
widely regarded as an honest and
thoughtful politician. Republicans will
argue that he's too thoughtful, that he's
over-cautious and indecisive. This is an
attractive argument, but the North Dakota voter will probably choose to err on
the side of caution and inaction rather
than lean toward the uncertainty that
an assertive governor might bring.
Further down the ballot, the Democrats have some very attractive names.
Bruce Hagen is a big vote getter. So is
Byron Dorgan. Of course, Republicans
can claim some good ballot names, as
well. Ben Meier has garnered more
votes in his last several elections tlian
any one else on the ballot. In 1972, the
Republican state auditor, Robert Peterson, ran ahead of Meier.
Still the potential for Democratic
victory abounds. In fact, party workers
are beginning to whisper about Democratic control of the state House of
Representatives, something which has
happened only once in this century, in
the Johnson landslide of 1964. This kind
of talk is likely to beeome infectious
before November. That could spur
Democratic party loyalists across the
state.
They will be aided by the
retirement of several Republican leaders
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-Art Hunker of Fargo, George Longmire of Grand Forks, Jay S<hultz of
Bismarck, Clarence Schultz of Harvey,
Robert Nasset of Regent, Ernest Pyle of
Casselton, Robert Reimers of Melville,
Robert Stroup of Hazen.
A Democratic seizure of the House
could make the 1977 Legislative session,
the state's 45th, a livelier event than
these assemblies usually are. Majority
would test the mettle of the party and
help it find new leaders, Link emerged
from the 1965 session, in which he was
speaker of the house, as a major force in
the party. A session in power could
produce among the Democrats a person
to take Link's place when he retires in
1980 · if he is re· elected this year.
The domination of the party by a
single group of individuals-· William L.
Guy, Lloyd Omdahl, Walter Christen
sen, Bruce Hagen and, to a much lesser
extent, Byron Dorgan and Quentin
Burdick·-is the party's major ·weakness.
The Democratic Party has tolerated
dissent and challenge in the past 10
years, but it has not accepted either.
This closeness in the party has discouraged young people. The State Young
Democrats is a smaller and less influential organization now than it was eight
years ago, for example. And it has bred
a kind of disdain within the party's
hierarchy, an arrogance of power. The
party's patronage system, 16 years
abuilding, now has a firm grip on most of
the appointive executive departments,
and on those headed by elected Democrats. Office holders and payrollers thus
have a disproportionately large voice in
the party. Elected legislators have a
disproportionately smaller voice.
Two things could change this: A
Democratic majority in the 1977 Legisla.
lure or aJRepublican victory in the
November gubernatorial election. The
first 1s only half possible. Democratic
control of the state senate, while
mathematically concei\·able, seems a
virtual impossibility, And the informal
betting is against the second. Thus,
North Dakotans may have to wait a few
more years for that ''born again"
Democratic Party whic-h the national
m d'
,111ll,lll·
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Even if the party is beaten this fall.
any sober North Dakota must be
impressed with the Democratic Party's
amazing growth since the NonPartisan
League joined its column 20 lyears ago.
For 16 of those 20 years, Democrats
have controlled the governorship; for 16
years, they've held one of two seats in
the U.S. Senate. They've elected three
men to Congress in that time: Quentin
Burdick, Roland Redlin and Arthur Link.
In 1962, Democrats elected their first
public service commissioner in the
state's history.
Of course, North Dakota is still a
Republican state in many ways. Her
legislature is one of only four in the
nation in which both houses are controlled by Republicans.
Her senior
Senator is now the ranking Republican
in the U.S. Senate. Her lone Congressman is widely regarded as both an
effective legislator and a formidable
opponent. The party put together a
strong slate of candidates in a year
which holds little promise of Republican
success. And the Republican convention
was testimony to the diversity and
quality of her leadership.
Still, the steady growth of the
Democrat-NPL Party, growth which has
brought the party knocking on the doors
of the legislature and comfortably ensconced in half a dozen state offices, will
probably be recorded as one of lhe
remarkable political events of this
state's history.

Enough!
Enough. This article began with the
proposition that politics is a process of
winnowing and the suggestion that the
primary election could be a little dull.
However, I am an unreconstructed fan of
this spectator sport called politics (partly because the stakes include my future).
Journalists regard themselves a.'i re
ferees in these matters and, as everyone
who's been to a slow moving high school
ba!-;ketball game knows, the referees
keep running no matter how dull the
game.
4

July 12 through July 26
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Wagons Across North Dakota
Not unique for Garrison riders
Photos and story by Suezette Bieri Jacobs

John Hummel

Som Eng
For most people, participating in a
wagon train ride across the prairie this
summer was a unique experience celebrating the nation's bicentenniaJ.
Not so for the members of the Wagon
Train Club of Garrison. That group,
North Dakota's oldest wagon train club,
has been hitching its teams to covered
wagons and heading out each summer

since 1%1.
This summer's wagon trek was the
16th such expedition the club has
sponsored. Their first ride, 16 years ago,
was from Minot to Garrison, and their
17th and most recent ride came in
mid-July when they came down from
Garrison to be part of the Wagons Across
North Dakota festivities at Fort Lincoln
State Park south of Mandan.
Sam Eng of Underwood, is the club's
president.
He sat in the shade of a wagon to
escape the 90 degree heat and sipped a
cold beer (an advantage the early
piom....:rs did not have). "About two
hours ago, we we re ready to fire our
wagvn ~aster--but everything is fine

now.' ' 'he said, '' Afte r each ride we swear
that we wi11 never do this again." Then
he chuckled, " But within 24 hours we are
re ady to do it again.''
On their regular wagon train expeditions (For the Garrison Wagon Train Club,
the journey to Fort Lincoln was a
mini-ride. They had had their annual
outing earlier in the s ummer), they have
as many as 75 riders and 5 wagons. The
dub only b rought 3 wagons to Fort
Lincoln but they looked authe ntic.
Frequently as many as 25-30 persons
under 12 make that trip
but John
Hummel of Garrison, the wagon master.
said there is rarely trouble with the
youngsters.
"They must have a
chaparone along," he commented.

Eng said that the club usually has good
luck on its expeditions . "Cars on the
highway are very courteous," he said,
'' Motorcycles are what we have to watch
for," The horses get spooked by the
cycles so club members serve as
out-riders along each team in case they
have any difficulty.
The wagon train tries to avoid
highways as much as possible. When the
group does take to the pavement, its own
men flag traffic in front and rear of the
train.
Wagoneers carry feed and hay for the
horses. For the riders, there is an old
fashioned chuck wagon.
Hummel
explained that a "regular cook" feeds the
entire party. He reported\the food is
"good" and joked "'We have to say that
or he wouldn't cook for us.

One of their wagons is pulled by a four go on. Eng me ntioned that on one ride
horse team. Eng noted, " Its pretty rare they ran into very hot weather and
these days to find someone who can several nig hts of rain. Some of the horses
handle four horses like he does. " The became sick. Hearing the wagoneers tell
driver is Herb Mauntz of Garrison.
the story brings an appreciation for all
One of t he teams, owned by Ray that our grandparent!), with their depenKr back ofMaxj i till ed for h ing. dence on horses, experienced.
Hummel remarked that he had planned to
The wagon train sets no_world record
use his team for farm/ ranch work but has
never gotten around to it. ' ' I hitch them for speed . The g roup us ually traveJs
up for the wagon train_ e ach year," he about 20 miles a day. Once Eng said, the
wag ons made 32 miles in a day, but that
said.
was unusual.
Asked if farming was better with
horses or with tractors. both commented
The club is not through for the
that when horses were1used~ the men got
summer. They still have the annual fall
at least a two hour break at noon so that trail ride to be held sometime in late
September. They expect 40-50 riders.
the horses could rest.
Anyone who is able to supply his own
The horses are an important part of the horse and feed and pay the club's
ride, of course. They must be properly membership fee ($10 family, S6 single) is
cared for. Without them the train cannot welcome to ride along.

The Garrison Wagon Train Club has
had very few accidents on their rides.
Eng reported that on one ride two women
were bucked off their horses but ''usually
we have no accidents. '' Injuries have not
been serious "unless you call a brain
co~cussion serious," Eng said.
The yo\lngest person to ever go on the
ride was 3 years old. Too small to ride a
horse that distance, he had to be content
to ride in a wagon.
John Hummel, the oldest, is 66. It was
Hummel who toot his 3 year old grandson
on his first wagon train ride. The two of
them have been regulars ever since. Said
Hummel, "l wouldn'.t go anymore if my
grandchildren didn't want to come."
That comment brought laughter from the
other members of the club.
Hummel is proud that he has been on
every wagon train ride sponsored by the
club. He is also proud that he is the only
member who owns both a team and a
wagon. Many of the members borrow
teams from neighbors.

~=---.

The Garrison Wagon '/'rain, Mr.es and fore going to Fort Abraham Lincoln
drivers, re/a:,;ed on Shafer Heights,.the State Park/or the Wagons Across North
Bismarck Junior College Campus,.be- Dakota observance JuJ.y 17 andl8.

A spoil pile at North American Coal
Corporation's Indian Head Mine.

PSC to hear miners
Marvin Gardens
on Monopoly

The law locks up the man or woman
Who steals a goose from off the common;
But leaves the larger villain loose
Who steals the common /rom the goose.
Traditional Old English Rhyme

The second half of the Public Service Commission's
hearing on allegations that North American Coal
Corporation has violated North Dakota reclamation
Jaws will begin August 5 (Thursday) at 9 a.m. in the
large hearing room of the state capitol.
The PSC hearing is a response to an April 1 news
conference held by seven members of the United Mine
Workers of America Local 9880. These are men who
actually mine the coal at NACCO's Indian Head Mine at
Zap. The seven UMW miners made both specific and
general statements concerning their personal know.
ledge of what they believed to be violations of North
Dakota law at the mine. (1)
The miners charged that they have frequently been
told to stop specific reclamation efforts and to move on
before the reclamation has been satisfactorily completed because it has been costing the company too
much money; that the scrapers which have been
supposed to remove topsoil before stripping begins

frequently have not kept ahead of the dragline and
therefore, topsoil has been buried; and that the general
emphasis of North American's reclamation effort has
been to create the imrcession that reclamation has been
extensive when, in fact, the efforts have been limited to
areas of high visibility.
The miners specified times and places where
overburden was dumped on stored topsoil; overburden
was dumped on virgin prairie, overburden was
removed with the excavation of topsoil, a miner was
ordered to scrape around stakes to give the impression
that more topsoil was removed than was in fact
re,,,dwed, mlneT was ordered, but refused, to
spread topsoil from 40 acres over 80 acres of land, haul
roads were constructed over sod and topsoil and one
miner was ordered to falsify his time card to show he
spent more time on reclamation than was the case.
One miner also said he was told to take an empty
seed drill around to give the appearance that he was
seeding for reclamation while Gov. Arthur A. Link was
touring the Indian Head Mine in 1973.

Based on these allegations, the PSC's reclamation
division conducted its own investigation of reclamation
activities at the Indian Head Mine and concluded that
violations appeared to have occurred. The PSC,
consequently, called an official hearing to place these
findings in an official record as we11 as to afford North
American its legal right to present its case in terms of

the allegations. (2)
The first two days of the hearing--June 21 and
22--consisted of testimony of members of the
reclamation division of the PSC as to their conclusions
that the state's reclamation laws had been violated at
the Indian Head Mine, and the rebuttal testimony by
North American Coal Corporation.
Primary testimony for North American Coal
Corporation came from the Indian Head Mine
Superintendent Joe Mitzel. (3)
The 'bottom line' in North American's testimony was
that some of the miners a1legations, such as being order
to scrape deeper around stakes so it looked like more
topsoil had been removed, were false; that some of the
allegations of the PSC and the miners took place on
mining permits issued prior to passage of the
reclamation laws which made the activity illegal; and
that where miners and the PSC allegations were true,
the occurances were "isolated, inadvertant, temporary

and partial," and have since been rectified. (4)
The company also claimed mitigating circumstances.
Most of this testimony contradicts the accounts of the
men who actually mine the coal. (5)
The hearing was originally scheduled to end on June
22. Ray Walton, the PSC's hearing examiner and legal
counsel, had decided to run into the evening to finish
the hearing. Attorneys for NACCO, however, asked for
a recess after the testimony of just one miner. His
testimony was so damaging that the company asked for

more time to respond to his statements. (6) U the
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mine workers testimony were to pursue such Jtn
attack, NACCO attorneys said, the company would
have to present papers to refute it.
The second half of the hearing will consist largely of
the miners's personal eyewitness accounts of.what they
feel were unlawful reclamation practices on the part of
the company.
This is the first reclamation hearing involving a major
coal company in North Dakota and there will be
obvious, far reaching precedents set in terms of the
adequacy or inadequacy of the enforcement of our
reclamation laws.
The North Dakota Water Commission has authorized
water for the construction of coal facilities which will
require the use of approximately 37 million tons of coal

by 1985. (7) This is more than six times the state's coal
production in 1970.
North American Coal Corproation will mine the
majority of that coal and NACCO will be by far the
largest single mining company in the state. (8) It is
therefore, of utmost importance that this company be
told, with due process, that it cannot ignore the law.

Finally, as far as the actions of the miners, it is
difficult to conceive of any other employee structure
which would allow and protect a group of workers who
charge that the company they work for is not obeying
the law, especialy since some the miners said they
were threatened with loss of their jobs. Moreover one
must marvel at the integrity and the courage of these
miners who stood up and made allegations against their
employer. One miner, Dan Neurohr, said, "I don't
want to close this mine or anything. but if they can't
reclaim the land at this little mine what will happen
when they open the really big mines.'' Miner Larry

Beck said, "I like my job. It pays well. I am a coal
miner, but I am a North Dakotan, too."
Another example of the miners's integrity is the fact
they want the PSC to fine NACCO half the oost of
purchasing a new scraper and to dismiss the fine if the
company buys a scraper because, they said, "We need
a scraper real bad to do a better job of reclamation.

1--See Tbe Onlooker, Vol. 11, Number 7, April 12-April
28, 1976, for details of the Indian Head mine workers
statements.
2..This hearing is really only a hearing to see if another

In addition, NACCO officials have,made countless
public statements concerning their willingness to
reclaim the land. To quote a few:

• In the Nov. ·10, 1973, Bismarck Tribune, Otes
Bennett, president of the North American Coal
Corporation, is quoted as saying, "We don ' t have the
answers, but we're dedicated to do whatever is
reUftable, whatever It tates. But If we can't a
period of time, then you people have all the tools to

stop strip mining in North Dakota... We are confident
we can put it (mined land) back as good as it was."
•In a Mandan Morning Pioneer article published
Nov. 18, 1973, Robert Murray, NACCO vice president,
was quoted as saying he was, "absolutely confident"
that reclamation is possible. He said, "We're going to
do what has to be done ... it's up to the people to make it
law."
•Again on Dec. 7, 1973, the Pioneer quoted Murray
saying his company was "committed to do what it
takes" to reclaim the land. "It will not require law to
make us do so."
•Page 5 of NACCO's 1975 annual report maintains,
"Unrestored surface mine lands, once an eye.sore an a
threat to agricultural productivity, can today be
successfully reclaimed. At our Indian Head open pit
mine in North dakota, our reclamation efforts exceed
those required by stringent state laws. Every square
fooi of mined land is returned not only to soft contours
but to an equal and often higher use than the land
originally had.''
•A NACCO public relations piece entitled "Coal
Development: What it Means for North !Dakota,"
states, "!'You'd never think we are miners,• says one
reclaimer. Conservatinists, maybe. We're constantly
studying to develop the best possible land management
practices. •I''
There has been an almost complete lack of coverage
of this important hearing by the Bismarck Tribune and
the Associated Press. The Tribune, which is viewed by
many as the leading coal analysis newspaper in North
Dakota, did not send reporters to the miners' news
conference nor have Tribune reporters covered the

PSC's two-day hearing. The Associated Press, which
services all the daily newspapers in North Dakota, ran
short stories each day of the hearing.

It should also be noted that the miners hired a
lawyer, Irv Nodland of Bismarck, to represent their
personal interests at the hearing. Theoretically, it is
the job of the PSC to prosecute this case. An entire
body of administrative laws and rules exists for the PSC
to obtain relevant company data. subpoena witness and
take depositions. Very little of this has been done. In
fact, the real prosecution of this case has been by
Nodland, the miners' attorney. He has been the
person who cross-examined witness. He has generally
played the rebuttal role against the company at the
hearing.
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hearing should be held. If the PSC does find North
American in violation of state law, another hearing
must be held before any penal action could be taken
against the company. In contrast to this bureaucratic
hurdle in enforcing the reclamation law, which
incidentally greatly increases the government's expenses, the coal companies and many public officials
unceashlalY exploit the public ~latlons line that North
Dakota has one of the toughest reclamation laws in the
nation.
3--Attorneys for North American Coal Corproation are

Ernest Fleck and Warren (Duke) Albrecht of the
Bismarck law firm of Strutz, Mather, Fleck and Mayer.
4--North Dakota's reclamation law was first passed in
1969 and amended in 1971, 1973 and 197S.
5.. Jnterestingly, at several points during the hearing,
company officials pointed out that they have been going
beyond the requirements of the North Dakota
reclamation law in certain areas of their mine. NACCO
public relations pieces are also replete with self-adula·
tory comments claiming that the company has been
going beyond the law to reclaim 'orphan' spoil piles
around their mining area. When time came to answer
some of the PSC and mineworkers allegations,
however, North American quickly pointed out that the
tougher cieclamation laws did not apply to certain areas
where violations allegedly took place.
6--The one miner who testified at the June 22 hearing
was Larry Beck, a dragline operater. He said that in
one mining area only about 20 per cent of the topsoil
was removed before he stripped overburden away from
the coal. ln earlier testimony, company officials had
said that only a small part of this cut did not have
topsoil removed prior to mining.

7--These are figures developed by Dr. Charles
Metzger, energy coordinater for the governor's office.
He believes that 37 million tons of coal will be mined in
North Dakota each year by 1985. Our own figures are
substantially higher.
8··NACCO presently mines about 1.1 million tons of
coal each year for the United Power Association plant
near Stanton. The company will mine about 5.72
million tons per year for the Coal Creek Station of
United Power and Cooperative Power Associations.
That L.000 megawatt plant is under construction
near/Falkirk. North American will supply 14.6 million
tons to the joint Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line
Company gasification plant and Basin Electric Power
Cooperative's 880 megawatt plants. Both are located

north of Beulah and are called the Antelope Valley
This means that NACCO will be mining
about 21.42 million tons of coal by 1985, or about S8 per
cent of the state's total production.
Complex.
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